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ABSTRACT

Potential space missions of the nineties and the next
century require that we look at the broad category of remote
systems as an important means to achieve cost-effective
operations, exploration and colonization objectives. This
paper addresses such missions, which can use remote sys-
tems technology as the basis for identifying required capa-
bilities which must be provided. The relationship of the
space-based tasks to similar tasks required for terrestrial ap-
plications is discussed. The development status of the
required technology is assessed and major issues which
must be addressed to meet future requirements are identi-

fied. This includes the proper mix of humans and machines,
from pure teleoperation to full autonomy; the degree of
worksite compatibility for a robotic system; and the re-
quired design parameters, such as degrees-of-freedom.
Methods for resolution are discussed including analysis,

graphical simulation and the use of laboratory test beds.
Grumman experience in the application of these techniques
to a variety of design issues are presented utilizing the
Telerobotics Development Laboratory which includes a 17-
DOF robot system, a variety of sensing elements, Deneb/
IRIS graphics workstations and control stations. The use of
task/worksite mofkups, remote system development test
beds and graphical analysis are discussed with examples of
typical results such as estimates of task times, task feasibil-
ity and resulting recommendations for design changes. The
relationship of this experience and lessons-learned to future
development of remote systems is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The inherent capacity of humans reaches its full potential
when we learn to extend our reach beyond our immediate
environment. Whether it be by humans Uraveling into space

or by sending our intellect and physical capacities via
robotic vehicles, while we remain behind, our species must

always explore and develop the next frontier. These philo-
sophical reasons for human involvement in space encourage
us to develop ways to extend our reach while maintaining
safety, practicality, and the use of resources within accept-
able bounds. It is for these reasons that remote systems, i.e.

systems that operate with a degree of self-contained intelli-
gence to perform useful functions for humans but at a
location removed from the presence of humans, have been
a "growth" area since the beginning of the space program,
Within the framework of this definition of remote systems,
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the human can provide varying degrees of control of the

remote elements - ranging from simple changes of com-
mands, e.g. between two positions of an antenna gimbal
drive, to highly interactive control of a robot manipulator
which sends measured force information to a remote human

operator, to a fully autonomous robot which carries out a
complete task or even a complete mission at the request of a
human. Remote systems, in this context, apply to a wide

range of applications (Fig. 1) from low earth orbit (LEO)
through geostationary earth orbit (GEO) to lunar and plane-
tary missions, and include "robots" which perform manipu-
lation functions, and "remote vehicles" which provide trans-

lation capability.
This paper is concerned with how these systems are de-

veloped through a process of mission analysis, identification
of design issues, and the use of various available techniques
for their resolution. It also illustrates how the remote tasks

proposed for future space missions correspond closely to a
myriad of potential applications on the earth (Fig. 2).

Grumman has been involved since the 1970s with the

development of remote systems beginning in an "inner
space" application with robot arms on the Ben Franklin
submersible and remote maintenance devices for the nuclear

industry to involvement in the 1980s with space systems for
satellite servicing, remote military ground vehicles and flex-
ible assembly systems for aircraft manufacture.The empha-
sis has generally been on a wide variety of tasks in an
unstructured environment.

REMOTE SYSTEMS

A remote system as defined above does not beg_n to have
real meaning until the definition is expanded in the form of
the general system architecture presented in Fig. 3. This
figure presents the concept of a human, the user, in .one
location or environment controlling effectors and tools which
are the means of performing desired functions or tasks, in
some other location or environment and utilizes _nsom for
task control and user feedback. The sensors provide the

spatial/temporal information of the gaming area for remote
control of mechanisms and the remote sensory perceptions
of the user. The degree of perception of task conduct and

completion is a key to the strategy of using reinote mecha-
nisms intelligently.

The user receives sensory information and enters com-
mands through a user interface while information is con-
trolled and manipulated between the two environments by
orocessine elements. The processing, as illustrated, is gen-
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Fig. 1 Future Remote Systems Scenarios

emily divided between the two environment.';, with the proc-
essing complexity in either location being a function of the

quantity of information and the level of sophistication of the
computations required. When most of the processing is at the
user location, the control approach is described as teleooera-
tion. When almost all of the processing takes place at the
remote site, the system is described as autonomous. In the
latter case, the user is mostly a periodic observer of the task
being performed with the ability to redirect or take charge at
any time.

The communications element between the processing in
the two environments, which is shown in the figure, pro-

vides for the passage of signals and commands. In some
cases, this element may be nothing more than a cable
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Fig. 2 Similarity Between Earth & Space Remote

Systems Tasks
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Fig. 3 Remote System General Architecture
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Fig. 4

between the two environments. It becomes especially im-
portant when long distances are envolved such that wireless
communication is required. Often the communications link
is characterized by a long time delay which may be a
significant factor in developing a remote system.

Figure 4 illustrates the above architecture applied to a
specific remote system, the shutde's Remote Manipulator
System (RMS), with the system elements identified.

FUTURE MISSIONS
The development of remote systems for space is very

dependent on the wide range of anticipated future missions
(Fig. 5). These missions can generally be grouped into three
categories: operations, exploration and colonization. The
operations missions have already begun as exemplified by
the use of the shuttle RMS for a variety of deployment and
servicing support functions in more than 20 missions. The
1990s will see an increase in operations with shuttle and
space station tasks camed out by U. S. and foreign remote
systems such as the Canadian Special Purpose Dexterous
Manipulator and the Japanese Small Fine Arm. It is difficult
to project too far into the future but it appears that in addition
to increasing operations functions, the exploration and,
eventually, the colonization functions will rely on remote
systems to achieve objectives in a cost-effective manner.

Shuttle RMS

Potential applications of remote systems for these mis-
..................................................

key technologies required to provide the capability. There
is also a group of related applications of remote systems
required on earth (Fig. 7). Much of the technology required
is generally the same although specific differences may
exist because of unique environmental or functional re-
quirements. Nevertheless, it is believed that the develop-
ment of remote systems for earth and space applications
should take place in concert to a large extent. The method-
ology for such development, presented in subsequent sec-
tions for space remote systems, is applicable to terrestrial
systems and, in fact, benefits can be obtained through joint
efforts in selected areas.

REQUIREMENTS/ISSUES
The development of remote systems (Fig. 8) starts with

the decomposition of the mission requirements into goals,
tasks and subtasks, and the characteristics of the mechanism
and user/work environments. The functional decomposi-
tion lends itself to development of a relational data base that
will maintain traceability through the design concept devel-
opment stage. This initial stage of decomposition must
characterize the performance indexes, constraints, time
functions, data items, and components. To achieve this de-
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Fig. 5

composition, the mission definition must therefore charac-
terize the payload size, operational volume, physical con-

straints, task environment characteristics, and any special
functions/characteristics that are germaine to the proposed
mission.

The objective is to develop a set of requirements that
define the boundaries within which the remote system must

function to accomplish the mission tasks.
From this base a series of trades can be conducted to

establish the global or architectural issues of the design.

Although the structured environment of the factory is ideal,
the generally more unstructured environment of space sys-
tems can be viewed as similar, but with more interactions

required to address the uncertainties (i.e. constraints).
The development of systc,n requirements requires

careful consideration of the fundamental design issues

2000-2020

The Range of Future Space Missions

relative to the mission-related fact()rs which establish

remote system requirements. Figure 9 indicates which
design factors for remote systems are affected by five
mission factors which generally cover all system
requirements. Payload size includes not only the volume
but unusual shapes and configurations. Operational volume
is the volume at the task site which must be reachable

physically by the manipulator arms and visually by the
_nsors. At the control station, the volume requirement
impacts the design of controllers which require operator
movement.

Physical constraints refer to all types of mission factors
which may limit or prevent some performance capabilities
of the system design. An example relative to the manipula-
tor arms would be task site characteristics which require
reaching around obstacles to perform a task. Relative to the

20??
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control station, a physical constraint would be an existing

display panel design the prevents the easy incorporation of
some display features especially suitable for telerobotic
operations.

Task environment factors include items such as natural

lighting conditiops at the task site which may have a major
impact on sensor performance requirements. Another task
environment example is physical separation between the
robot and control station which results in significant trans-
mission time delay.

The special functions category is meant to cover unique

mission requirements which do not fit into the previous
categories but which may have a significant effect on system
design. Examples are missions requiring handling of cryo-
genic equipment and operations with h_ardous fluids.

There are many issues associated with remote systems
design which emanate from the above system requirements
and which generally must be resolved before a design can be
finalized. Major issue areas (Fig. 10) are the mix of humans
and machines, the particular remote system's characteris-
tics, the compatibility of the worksite with the remote system
elements, and the required workstation features. Each of
these areas is discussed below in terms of specific items
which may require resolution.

The mix of humans and machines is of special interest
because it involves reaching a balance between human
capabilities and the limitations of technology relative to the
human intellect. The level of autonomy/processing of the
remote system must be sufficient to meet the mission re-
quirements and is dependent on the specific tasks and the
range of variations in the task environment. High levels of
autonomy require that the capabilities of the remote systems

technology be sufficiently developed to properly character-
ize the dynamic task environment from sensor information,
to compute the necessary response to carry out the mission,
and to provide the means for creating this response. The level
of feedback/communications to the human from the remote
system is another important element because it significantly

impacts the communications link requirements. The deci-
sion level of the human in the performance of the remote
tasks is another factor which can vary from a high level that
only decides on the next task to be performed based on
successful completion of a task, to low level decision

making such as the path planning choices made during a
task.

An important element determining the mix of humans
and machines concerns the evaluation of hazards which can

affect mission success, especially relative to systems where
humans are present. The mix will be different if the tasks
involve operations which can threaten humans if not per-
formed properly or under failure conditions.

The remote system characteristics area basically con-
cerns the design parameters for the remote system relative to
the particular functions to be performed. It is primarily
described by the physical size and capacity of the effectors,

degrees of freedom of mechanisms such as manipulators,
end effectors/tools for interfacing with the tasksite, and

vision/lighting capabilities. The goal is a remote system
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Fig. 6 Remote Systems Applications- Space

which provides the needed performance levels without
excessive capacity.

The tasksite compatibility area concerns the characteris-
tics of the task environment which have a direct bearing
on the remote system design. It includes the nature of the
terrain for mobile remote systems. Cooperative f_atures

refer to physical characteristics which simplify the design
of the remote system for performing the required functions
such as easily accessible attachment fittings at all
tasksites.

The variations and characteristics of work articles, i.e.
items to be handled in some way by the remote system, are

very important measures of tasksite compatibility. Safety of
the remote system is a function of the compatibility of the
tasksite in terms of avoiding tasksite features which may

inadvertantly damage the remote system during its opera-
tion. Remote systems working in proximity to humans is a
special case which must be addressed.
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Fig 7 Remote Systems Applications- Earth

The area of control stations essentially covers all the

issues associated with the design of the remote system at the

location of the human user. It includes the types, quantities

and configuration of controllers, the types, quantities and

arrangement of displays, and the human factors aspects of

the control station design.

SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY

Remote system c0ncept designs are very heavily influ-

enced by thecost and availability of technology. A summary

of required technology availability is shown in Fig. l 1. To

ease the introduction of new technology, remote systems

should utilize open architectures with robust interfaces, for

example, the NASA/NBS Standard Reference Model

(NASREM) software architecture. Such a functional archi-

tecture imposes standard requirements on module interfac-

ing, synchronization, communications and global memory

access to support a hierarchal development, by levels, from

Task Planner, to Path Planner to Trajectory Planner to Servo

Control Level. It is designed to incorporate all levels of

remote system automation. The standard interfaces provide

the software hooks necessary to incrementally upgrade

remote systems as new capabilities develop in processing,

sensors, effector mechanisms and autonomous systems.
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Fig. 8 Remote Systems Design Tradeoff Process

In the hardware area, the use of standards provides the

guidelines for minimum levels of performance and function-
ality and tends to improve availability and reduce costs. It
is also the driving force behind the third-party vendor

products so heavily relied on. The present state-of-the-art in
processors is being driven by the tri-service Joint Integrated
Avionics Working Group (JIAWG) selections of 32 bit
Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) standards for Reduced
Instruction Set Computers (RISC) namely the MIPS R3000
and Intel i960 VLSI chips that produce 50 MIPS and the
Parallel Intermodule Bus (PI BUS) wide bandwidth data bus

specifications. These specifications are particularly mean-
ingful since high-speed, low-power and wide bandwidth
computations capabilities are the core technologies neces-
sary to solve the remote system technology problems.

Another area requiring increased advanced development
is the field of computation algorithms, that are targeted at the
low-level parallelism available in matrix/vector processing
architecture, for inverse kinematics/dynamics, sensor signal

processing and sensor fusing. At present an order of magni-
tude speedup over state-of-the-art systems is needed. The
tasks of work environment feature extraction and identifica-

tion are presently mired in visible bandwidth vision system
processing. The ultimate solution probably lies in a sensor
fusion approach that requ_es a multi-spectrum sensor and/
or a near field range/range rate sensor to augment the

diffraction/disperson problems inherent in feature sensors.
These technology areas are a key to remote system motion

planning and execution.
Last but not least is the human interface. All too often we

attempt to solve our technology problems by "letting the
operator do it" without full knowledge of the cognitive work
load/overload we create. The human problems of motion

and depth perception, detection and recognitiion, and gen-
eral task knowledge when added to the environment prob-
lems of communications delays, sensor perception, lighting
and work area uncertainties have created a human factors

nightmare. Therefore, there must be a concerted develop-
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Fig. 9 Influence of Mission Factors on Design

ment effort to transition from skill-based operation to rule-

based expert system operation to knowledge-based autono-
mous system operation (Fig. 12) to alleviate this bottleneck
in the next decade.

Once the design requirements have been established and
technology u'ades have been completed, the next step ih the
process is the resolution of identifed issues and the verifica-
tion of the design concepts. The various methods to resolve
issues are presented in Fig. 13 and the applicability of these
methods to the issues discussed above is shown in Fig. 13A.

The numerical analysis is performed at the system speci-
fication level after functions have been assigned to hardware
and software design elements. Analysis software such as

Ascent Logic's Requirements Driven Design (RDD) -100
can be used to develop functional design requirements and
contains function behavior models that can be linked into

concept design segments for time-function execution analy-
sis. This program is capable of developing performance
time lines and computation and communications estimates

for initial design verification and sizing exercises.
As the design definition matures, the graphical analysis

and computation analysis tools are used to verify the per-



formance and c,.,nstraints of the architectural elements. The

graphical analysis tools such as IGRIP permit analysis of the

geometry of the remote system in the work environment. It

isan initial verification of geometric and kinematic perform-

ance of the mechanisms and task performance/time lines. It

is especially useful in resolving remote system and worksite

characteristics and compatibilities.

The computer simulation tools are used to develop the

engineering performance of the system/subsystem elements.

A typical set of tools includes analysis of weight, power,

thermal, structural, and control systems. The simulation

models are usually transfer function level models, with

detailed design parameters, subjected to the stimulus of

nominal/worst case environment parameters. The objective

is to evaluate the element performances and verify the

system budgets and performance allocations.

The hardware test/simulation phase is usually conducted

at the full system level and utilizes engineering breadboard

hardware/transform function models, prototype algorithms/

software and environment mockups operated in real time. It

is usually the first time human factors and hardware/soft-

ware performance are evaluated in the operational environ-

ment as a total system. The decision to simulate at reduced

scale or full scale depends on the fidelity of the interfaces
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Fig. 11 Technology Requirements for Space Application
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Fig. 12 Operator Interface
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necessary to achieve system performance verification. Test-
ing capabilities such as Grumman's Simulation Center are
required; the Large Amplitude Space Simulator (LASS), the
Advanced Space Workstation Lab and the Telerobotics De-
velopment Lab are needed for either full scale or scaled real
time simulations for final remote system design concept
verifications. The LASS contains a six-degree-of-motion
device in a 50 ft x 50 ft x 20 ft high gaming area. The motion
device can be programmed to emulate a space transport
vehicle or a large scale robotic mechanism. The models that
drive the motion device are real time dynamic kinematic
models. The motion device is capable of supporting up to
1000 lbs (usually only the end effector of the vehicle or
mechanism) at linear velocities of + 15 FPS and angular
velocities of+80 DPS. The gaming area can be provisioned
with full scale mockups of the environment work articles.
An additional 5 DOF motion can be added to test articles by
mounting them on a Handling and Position Aid (HPA)
capable of supporting 1000 Ibs of payload. The HPA is a 5
DOF stiff, robust arm with morphology similar to the human
arm. The applications of such approaches to resolve issues
are discussed in the next section.

APPLICATION OF RESOLUTION APPROACHES
The issue resolution approaches discussed above are

generally used to accelerate the development process while
reducing the risk. Figure 14 shows how this resolution
methodology can be used in an integrated fashion in the
space hardware development process. In this section, we
will show, by taking examples from various projects and the
Grumman Telerobotics Development Laboratory, how these
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approaches have been used in the remote system develop-

ment process.

Graphical and Computer A nalysis

Math models of candidate remote systems elements, such

as a manipulator arm, can be developed using data from

automated drafting programs. Using a Silicon Graphics

high-resolution, three-dimensional workstation and a Deneb

Robotics software package IGRIP, a solid model with moving

joints can be developed, as shown in Fig. 15 for a 3-arm

capture mechanism for a tumbling satellite retrieval systcm,

to determine task feasibility (e.g. collision potential) and

design viability (e.g. reach requirements). It provides real-

time, kinematic simulationof sufficient fidelity to support

task scenario development, operator interface and proce-

dures training, system kinematics display, camera views,

and realistic operations. Candidate control algorithms from

control systems analysis programs such as PROTOBLOCK

can be input into the IGRIP simulation for evaluation.

Another example of graphical modeling of a concept is

pre_nted in Fig. 16, which shows a robot performing a

servicing operation on a space platform. Such modeling
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Fig. 14 Integration of Issue Resolution Methodologies
into a Program
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Fig. 15 3-Arm Capture Kit IGRIP Solid Model

analysis, when performed prior to initial hardware fabrica-
tion, enables lessons learned to be applied during the design

phase, before commitments to hardware are made.The avail-
able computerized, geometrical data base can also then be
transformed into finite element models for dynamic and

thermal analyses.

Testing

Testing of remote systems, in full and partial scale, can be
described using four general categories: large robots, small
robots, remote vehicles, and EVA astronaut/robot opera-
tions as further described below. All tests involve interfaces

with and direction from a control station. In general, the
testing results in measures of system performance such as
task times, identification of design improvements, and sug-

gested changes to the task environment.

Lare¢ Robots - Large robots, i.e. manipulator arms signifi-
cantly longer than 10 ft with associated sensors, in conjunc-
tion with a control station, can be tested using computer
simulation approaches and actual test articles. The shuttle's
Remote Manipulator System (RMS) has been tested using a
simulation approach in Grumman's Large Amplitude Simu-
lator (LASS) as shown in Fig. 17 for placement of a plasma
diagnostics package on a spacelab pallet. A dynamics and
kinematic model of the RMS has been installed in the LASS.

This enables the RMS end effector motion to be emulated by
the LASS platform. A functional block diagram of the
facility as it is utilized for simulation of the RMS is illus-
trated in Fig. 18. The RMS software and dynamics are
contained in the hybrid computer. It receives its input
commands from the rotational and translational hand con-

trollers located in the shuttle aft flight deck control station

mockup in the laboratory (Fig. 19).
In another simulation (Fig. 20) a space erectable radiator

element was inserted into a receptacle by the RMS. In this
test, the operator was able to to successfully insert a simu-
lated 50 ft radiator test article in an evaporator slot with a
vertical clearance of 0.25 inch and horizontal clearance of+
1 inch. The test runs were made with a tactile sensor which

enabled the operator to detect a touch before the force built
up to 5 lbf. An augmented grapple target and an enlarged slot
opening (+1 in both directions) enabled 40 test runs to be
completed with only 6 recorded touches.

Testing of a large robot using a test article is exemplified
in Fig. 21 by the handling and positioning aid (HPA) which
was a candidate manipulator for moving and holding large,
heavy payloads within the servicing envelope of the shuttle
payload bay. In this case, the HPA with a simulated snare
end effector and TV camera is shown aligning to a grapple
fitting with control from a remote console.

Fig. 16 Typical IGRIP Robot Scenario
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SmallRobots - Small robots, i.e. one or more arms generally

less than 10 ft long with associated control stations, can be
tested using computer graphics and test article. Fig. 22
illustrates the Deneb IGRIP graphics, discussed above, used
to simulate a two-armed robot which is being controlled by
two 6-DOF hand controllers.
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Early testing using a pair of master/slave manipulators is
shown in Fig. 23 with the operator performing a simulated
satellite servicing task. Simulations of small robots carried
by a large robot have been performed using the LASS plat-
form which now creates a positioning system simulation
with its 6 DOF capability. The RCS module changeout task,
as performed telerobotically on the LASS, is shown in Fig.
24. The subtasks included attaching the protective covers
over the nozzles, attaching a tether, untightening the fasten-
ers, extracting the module, and installing the replacement
module. The object being manipulated must also be off-
loaded to work properly within the design capacity of the
robots; this also provides the capability for "zero-g" simu-
lation.

A more advanced two-arm robot (Fig. 25), each arm
having 7-DOF, which also has an additional 3-DOF "torso"

Fig. 17 Experiment Simulation on LASS

for a total of 17 DOF, is another test article which can be con-
trolled by a pair of mini-master controllers as shown in Fig.
26. These controllers can be used to evaluate limited operat-
ing volume applications, e.g. within a one ft cube (Fig. 26)
and to evaluate performance with candidate displays (Fig.
27). This robot has been used to investigate tasks requiting
a capability to reach around obstacles such as truss structure
(Fig. 28) and then use a camera installed close to the end ef-
fector to perform inspections of a truss joint as shown in Fig.
29. Another example of the use of such a test article is shown
in Fig. 30 which shows an off-loaded hydrazine fuel cou-
pling being installed using the two arms.

Remote Vehicles - We view remote vehicles as vehicles
which translate on a planetary surface or in space, controlled
remotely. The LASS, in conjunction with appropriate con-
trol consoles, has been used to simulate free flying space-
craft. Fig. 31 shows a special inspection vehicle, the Ma-
neuvering TV (MTV) with a snare end effector, as a half
scale model, on the LASS simulator aligning to capture a
mockup of the Long Duration Exposure Facility spacecraft.
The motion of the Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle (OMV) has
also been simulated, including the capture of a satellite with
a three-point docking ring shown separately in Fig. 32 and on
a full scale OMV mockup in Fig. 33. Early tumbling satellite
capture concepts were tested (Fig. 34) using a two arm
capture concept on a simulated OMV with the HPA used to
position a spinning target satellite.

This combined capability has been used more recently to
simulate capture of a tumbling satellite using a specially
designed OMV front end kit (Fig. 35). In this case, the LASS
simulated all motions of the OMV, based on inputs from the
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Fig. 18 LASS RMS Block Diagram
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Fig. 21 Moving Heavy Payloads with HPA

Fig. 19 Shuttle RMS Control Station Mockup

Fig. 20 Space Radiator Insertion Test on LASS

remote control console. The kit, a three dual-link arm device

installed on the LASS platform, performed the capture of the
satellite being held by the HPA.

A control console from which such teleoperation mission
feasibility tests are performed is shown in Fig. 36. Controls
and display graphical aids added to the console enhance

operator human factor performance of the mission.
EVA Astronaut�Robot Qperations - EVA astronaut/robot
operations refer to the special case of extra vehicular activity
(EVA) where astronauts operate in close proximity to ro-
bots, and is broken out as a separate category because of the
safety issues involved. The Manipulator Foot Restraint

(MFR) which is a platform at the end of the RMS which
supports an astronaut is one example. The MFR was devel-
oped by Grumman using the LASS as a development tool
and a scale model (Fig. 37) based on functional and opera-
tional requirements. This model and task simulations led to
the development of test hardware (Fig. 38), which was
evaluated on the LASS by suited astronauts (Fig. 39). With
the MFR on the LASS simulating the dynamics of the RMS,
a wide variety of servicing scenarios were simulated (Fig.
40). This testing has significantly aided the resolution of
safety concerns which otherwise would not have been iden-
tiffed early in the design process. In addition to evaluation of
astronaut tools, equipment and tasks, the RMS control

Fig. 22 Simulations Using a Workstation

Fig. 23 Simulations Using Master/Slave Manipulators

system interaction with a suited astronaut was evaluated.
Soft and breakaway mock-ups were used to prevent damage

to equipment or injury to test subjects in case of an un-
checked runaway. The further use of scale models is shown
in Fig 41 which shows a small robot operating in conjunction
with an EVA astronaut on a MFR.

The use of extensive testing of the types discussed above
are essential in the development of satisfactory, low-risk

remote systems.
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Summary & Conclusions
Future space activities are expected to rely more and

more on remote systems. These systems and the technology
used have counterparts in many future terrestrial applica-
tions. Their development is best accomplished by using
graphical analysis and test articles early in the process to
resolve design issues before commitments are made to a
design. Such issues have been discussed and the methods of
resolution have been described with examples given based
on many years of remote systems development experience.
The "lessons learned" fromsuch techniques contribute to the
identification of technology advances, accelerate the devel-
opment process, and lower the risks associated with the
eventual final design.

Fig. 24 RCS Module Changeout Using Robotics
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Fig. 26 Simulations with Mini-Masters
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Flg. 30 Robotlc Fuel Coupling Installation

Fig. 27 Display/Task Performance Evaluation

Fig. 28 Joint Inspection Around Obstacles

Fig. 31 LDEF Inspection Slmulation wlth MTV

Fig. 29 Inspection -Wrist Camera View
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Fig. 32 3-Pt. Docking Mechanism Simulation
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Fig. 33 Full Scale Mockup of OMV/3-Pt. Mechanism

Fig. 36 OMV/Front End Kit Control Console

Fig. 34 Early TSR Capture Simulation on LASS

Fig.35 3-Arm Kit Capture Simulation on LASS
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Fig. 37 Early Scale Model of MFR
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Fig. 38 MFR Development Test Article

Fig. 40 Thermal Bus Assembly Simulation

Fig. 39 Astronaut MFR Simulations on LASS Fig. 41 Combined Astronaut/Robot Operations
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